[Pacemaker with sensor of contractility regulated by autonomic nervous system variations in chronic Chagas cardiomyopathy].
To analyse the performance of the artificial cardiac stimulation with the VVIR pacemaker whose sensor is adjusted by the variations of the autonomic nervous system in Chagas disease patients with deficiency of the conduction system. Forty-seven Chagas disease patients have been studied, 28 male between 24 and 68 years old, 36 patients had complete AV block, 8 had 2nd degree AV block and the other 3 had sinusnode disease. The patients were in class I (4), II (15), III (16) and IV (12) according to the NYHA. A 12-month-follow-up with constant clinical evaluations was carried out after pacemaker implantation. Patients were divided in 2 different groups according to the HR at rest--group 1: > 65 beats per minute (bpm) and group 2: < or = 65 bpm, for a comparative study considering: 1) HR at stress test after the implantation; 2) arterial blood pressure at rest after the implantation and, 3) evaluation of the identified electrodes such as TIR-60-UP and others. The group 1 had greater HR at rest, and a smaller variation of values at stress than group 2. This shows that with this type of stimulation system it is possible to control each patient separately. The values of blood pressure at rest and during stress were not different between groups. According to the factors analysed the TIR-60-UP electrode had the same performance as the others. The VVIR pacemaker with the sensor adjusted by the ANS variations has provided the Chagas patients with a restoration of their physiological mechanisms. 74% of them had the improvement of either one or 2 functional classes.